Annex 2

On Some Issues of Republican State Ownership

Resolution of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan No 483 of 11 June 2007

With a view of effective use of facilities which are in republican state ownership the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan DECRES:

1. To approve the attached:

1) list of the Joint Stock Companies (Liability Limited Partnerships) with state participation, essential for implementation of national objectives;

2) list of republican state enterprises, essential for implementation of national objectives;

3) list of Joint Stock Companies with state ownership, established for execution of objectives stipulated by the program documents;

4) removed by the Resolution of the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan No 274 of 20.03.2008

5) list of Joint Stock Companies (Liability Limited Partnerships), state packages of shares (stockholdings) of which are subject to transfer into the competitive market;

6) list of republican state enterprises subject to transfer into the competitive market.

2. This Resolution enters into force from the day of singing.

Prime Minister of the Republic of Kazakhstan

List
of Joint Stock Companies (liability limited partnerships)
with state ownership, essential for implementation of national objectives

Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Kazakhstan (MIA)
1. "Sanatorium Kazakhstan" JSC, 100 %
2. "Sakshy - on guard of MIA of the RK" Ltd., 100 %

Ministry of Culture and Information of the Republic of Kazakhstan
3. "Kazakh gazetteri" Ltd., 100 % ("Kazakh newspapers")
4. "Zhas Orken" Ltd., 100 % ("Young Generation")
5. "Kazakh enziklopediyasy" Ltd., 100 % ("Kazakh Encyclopedia")
6. "Baspalar Uiyi" JSC, 100 % ("Kazakh Printhouses")
7. "Zhurnal Zhalyyn" Ltd, 100 % ("Magazine Zhalyyn")
9. "Khabar Agency" JSC, 50% + 1 share
10. "Kazakh Scientific Institute on issues of nomadic cultural heritage" Ltd., 100 %
11. "Institute for cultural policy and art studies" Ltd, 100 %
12. "Kazakhfilm named after Shaken Aimanov" JSC, 100 %
13. "Kazakh auenderi" JSC, 100 % ("Kazakh Melodies"JSC)

Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Kazakhstan
14. "Kazakhstan GIS Centre" JSC, 100 %
14-1. “Center of military and strategic studies” JSC, 100%

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Kazakhstan
15. "Department for diplomatic corpus maintenance" JSC, 100 %

Committee for National Security of the Republic of Kazakhstan
16. "Republican Centre "Kazimpeks" JSC, 100 %
Committee for Judicial Administration under Supreme Court of the Republic of Kazakhstan

17. "Bi-Logistocs" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Republic of Kazakhstan

18. "Kazakhstan Contract Agency" JSC, 50 %
19. "National Accreditation Centre" Ltd., 100 %
20. "Centre of Trade Policy Development" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan

21. "Kyzmet Service A" JSC, 100 %
22. ENRC Plc (Great Britain) 24, 8655 %
23. "East Kazakhstan regional energetic company" JSC, 94 %
24. "Gorelektroset" JSC, 100 %
25. "Information and account centre" JSC, 100 %
26. "Pavlodar oil-chemical plant" JSC, 45,16 %
27. "West Kazakhstan REK" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Economy and Budget Planning of the Republic of Kazakhstan

28. "Economic Research Institute" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Emergency of the Republic of Kazakhstan

29. "Ort sondirushi" JSC, 100 % ("Fire prevention")

Administration of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan

30. "Hotel "Alatau" JSC, 55 %
31. "Sanatorium "Ok-Zhetpes" JSC, 100 %
32. "Sanatorium "Almaty" JSC, 100 %
33. "Kazstroisystem" JSC, 100 %
34. "Direction for technical supervision of projects under construction of the Administration of the President of the RK" Ltd., 100 %
35. "Astana Onim" JSC, 100 %

Guard service of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan

36. "Centre for special provision of the guard service of the President of the RK" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan

37. "Kazakhstan Institute of Management, Economics and Prognosis" JSC, 40 %
38. "Lesnoi pitomnik (Nursery forest)" JSC 100 %
39. "Biomedpreparat-engineering centre" JSC, 88,72 %
40. "Academy of civil aviation" JSC, 80 %

Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Kazakhstan

41. "Legislation Institute of the Republic of Kazakhstan" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Health of the Republic of Kazakhstan
42. "National scientific centre of maternity and childhood" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources of the Republic of Kazakhstan

43. "Park of nuclear technologies" JSC, 100 %
44. "Main dispatching of oil and gas industries" JSC, 100 %

Ministry for Environment Protection of the Republic of Kazakhstan

45. "Kazaeroservice" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Transport and Communications of the Republic of Kazakhstan

46. "Kazavtotrans" JSC, 100 %
47. "Kazakhstan road research institute" JSC, 99,01 %

Ministry of Labor and Social Protection of the Population of the Republic of Kazakhstan

48. "Almaty prosthetic-orthopedic centre" JSC, 100 %
49. "Semipalatinsk prosthetic-orthopedic centre" JSC, 100 %
50. "Petropavlovsk prosthetic-orthopedic centre" JSC, 100 %

National Space Agency of the Republic of Kazakhstan

51. "National Center of Space Studies and Technologies" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Agriculture of the Republic of Kazakhstan

52. "Kazagrex" JSC, 100 %
List
of Republican state enterprises (RSE), essential for execution of national objectives

Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Kazakhstan (RK)
1. "Alatau" RSE

Ministry of Culture and Information of the RK
2. (removed by the Resolution of the Government of the RK No 1403 of 29.12.2007)
3. Republican state fiscal enterprise (RSFE) "Republican coordination and methodical centre of languages development named after Shaisultan Shayakhmetov"
4. "State chamber orchestra "Ak zhauyn" RSFE
5. "Kazakh state academic opera and ballet theatre named after Abai" RSFE
6. "Kazakh state academic drama theatre named after M. Auezov" RSFE
7. "National Opera and ballet theatre named after K.Baisseitova" RSFE
8. "State academic Russian drama theatre named after Lermontov" RSFE
9. "State academic Kazakh theatre for children and youth named after G.Musrepov" RSFE
10. "State academic Russian theatre for children and youth named after N.Sats" RSFE
11. "State republican Uygur theatre of musical comedy" RSFE
12. "State republican Korean theatre of musical comedy" RSFE
13. "Republican German drama theatre" RSFE
14. "Kazakh state philharmonic society named after Zhambyl" RSFE
15. "Kazakh state academic orchestra of folk instruments named after Kurmangazy" RSFE
16. "Classic music ensemble "Kamerata of Kazakhstan" RSFE
17. "State dance ensemble of the RK "Saltanat" RFSE
18. "State academic dance theatre of the RK" RFSE
19. "Central State Museum of the RK" RFSE
20. "State collection of unique stringed musical instruments" RSFE
21. "State arts museum of the RK named after A. Kasteev" RSFE
22. "State Books Museum" RSFE
23. "National historical-cultural reserve "Ordabassy" RSFE
24. "Kazrestavration" RSFE
25. "Dom Druzhby - centre for interethnic relations studies"

Ministry of Defense of the RK

26. "Kazarnaulyexport" RSE
27. "Koldau" RSE

RSFE

Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of the Population of the RK (MLSPP)

29. "Information-analytical centre on employment of the MLSPP of the RK" RSFE
30. "State centre for pension payment" RSFE
31. "Republican centre of hearing alignment of the MLSPP of the RK"

RSFE
32. "Republican scientific research institute for labour protection of the MLSPP of the RK" RSFE
33. "Republican Centre of experimental prosthetics" RSFE

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the RK

34. "Facilities Administration of the MoFA of the RK" RSE

Committee for National Security of the RK

35. "Kazspezpredpriyatie" RSE

Apparatus of Supreme Court of the RK

36. "Direction of administrative building of Supreme Court of the RK"

RSFE

Facilities Administration of the Parliament of the RK

37. "Engineering centre of the Parliament of the RK" RSE
38. "Direction of administrative buildings of the Facilities Administration of the Parliament of the RK" RSFE
39. "Dining room of Facilities Administration of the Parliament of the RK" RSFE
40. "Motor transport service of Facilities Administration of the Parliament of the RK" RSE
41. "Direction on exploitation of housing of Facilities Administration of the Parliament of the RK" RSFE

Ministry of Industry and Trade of the RK

42. "Zhezkazganpredmet" RSE
43. "National Centre on complex processing of mineral raw materials of the RK" RSE
44. "Science centre of anticontagious drugs" RSE
45. "State external projects expertise (State expertise) RSE
46. "Kazakhstan metrology institute (KazInMetr)" RSE
47. "Kazakhstan institute for standardization and certification (KazInSt)"

RSE
47-1. "Kentau SuShar" RSE
47. "Coordinator" RFSE
Ministry of Agriculture of the RK (MoAg)

48. "Atyrau sturgeon fish factory" RSFE
49. "Petropavl fish nursery" RSFE
50. "Maibalyk fish nursery" RSFE
51. "Kazakh industrial acclimatization station" RSFE
52. "Kapchagai spawning growth farm" RSFE
53. "Kamyshlybash fish nursery" RSFE
54. (removed – by No 205 of 28.02.2008)
55. (removed – by No 205 of 28.02.2008)
56. (removed – by No 205 of 28.02.2008)
57. "Facilities Administration of the MoAg of the RK" RSFE
58. "Zhassyl Aimak" RSE
59. "Kazakh state design-survey institute on forestry projection
(Казгипролесхоз)" RSE
60. "Kazakh forestry enterprise" RSFE
61. "Almaty forest selection center" RSFE
62. "Kokshetau forest selection center" RSFE
63. "Kazakh depot of aircraft forests protection and forestry
maintenance" RSFE
64. "IA "Okhotzooprom" RSFE
65. "Department for exploitation of Bartogai storage pond and Great
Almaty Channel named after D.Kunayev" RSE
66. "Channel named after Kanysh Satpayev" RSE
67. Akmoïa RSE for water management "Astana Su"
68. Kostanai RSE for water management "Kostanaivodkhoz"
69. South Kazakhstan RSE for water management "Yugvodkhoz"
70. West Kazakhstan RSE for water management "Zapadvodkhoz"
71. North Kazakhstan RSE for water management "Severvodkhoz"
72. Aktobe RSE for water management "Aktyubvodkhoz"
73. Atyrau RSE for water management "Atyrauvodkhoz"
74. East Kazakhstan RSE for water management "Vostokvodkhoz"
75. Zhambyl RSE for water management "Zhambylvodkhoz"
76. RSE "Tarazvodkhoz"
77. RSE "Essil Su"
78. "Joint Direction of enterprises under construction "Aral" RSE
79. "Regional Direction on construction of waterworks facility in North
and Central Kazakhstan "Severvodstroj" RSE
80. "Sarkandskyi self-supporting repair bay N 72" RSE
81. Karaganda RSE for water management "Karagandavodkhoz"
82. Mangystau RSE for water management "Mangystauvodkhoz"

Ministry of Tourism and Sport of the RK

83. "Direction of staff national teams and sports reserve" RSFE
84. "Republican school of perfect sports mastery on winter sports" RSFE
85. "Republican school of perfect sports mastery on aquatics and
applied sports" RSFE
86. "Republican sports college" RSFE
87. "Centre of sport medicine and rehabilitation" RSFE
88. "Centre for Olympic training" RSFE
89. "Centre for Olympic training" RSFE
90. "Anti-doping laboratory of sportsmen" RSFE
91. "Centre for Olympic training" RSFE
92. "Athletic-sanative centre "Olimp" RSE
92-1. "Republican School of perfect sport mastery on popular (mass)
sports" RSFE
Ministry of Economy and Budget Planning of the RK

93. "Scientific methodical centre of special programs" RSFE

Ministry for Emergency of the RK

94. (removed – by No 1154 of 30.11.2007)
95. "Centre on computing techniques, telecommunication, informatics and situation analysis" RSFE
96. "Seldenkorgau Kurylys" RSFE
97. "Republican qualification courses for supervisors on emergency and civil defense" RSE
98. (removed – by No 1154 of 30.11.2007)
99. (removed – by No 1154 of 30.11.2007)
100. "Scientific-engineering centre for mine-rescue men of the RK" RSFE
101. "National scientific research centre on industrial safety" RSE
102. (removed – by No 1154 of 30.11.2007)
103. "Reserve" RSFE
104. "Special scientific research centre for fire safety and civil defense" RSE
105. "Logistic and provision service" RSFE
105-1. "Central head-quarter of professional military emergency-rescue services" RSFE

Administration of the President of the RK

106. RSFE "Karaotkel" of the Administration of the President of the RK"
107. "Central clinical hospital of Medical Centre of the Administration of the President of the RK" RSFE
108. "Hospital N 2 of Medical Centre of the Administration of the President of the RK" RSFE
109. "Main drugstore of the Medical Centre of the Administration of the President of the RK" RSFE
110. "Motor transport facility of the Administration of the President of the RK" RSE
111. "Direction of the administrative buildings of the Administration of the President of the RK and the Government of the RK" RSE
112. "Direction of state residences" of the Administration of the President of the RK" RSE
113. "State aircompany "Berkut" RSE
114. "Drugstore N 1 of the Medical Centre of the Administration of the President of the RK" RSE
114-1. "Center for introduction of new medical technologies of the Medical Center of the Administration of the President of the RK" RSFE

Agency for Civil Service Affairs of the RK

115. "Eurasian training centre for civil servants" RSFE

Office of the Prime Minister of the RK

116. "Almass" RSFE

Ministry of Education and Science of the RK

117. "National centre of testing" RSE
118. "Institute for mathematics, informatics and mechanics" RSE
119. (removed – by No 38 of 22.01.2008)
120. "Centre for biological studies" RSE
121. "Republican centre "Preschool childhood" RSFE
122. "Republican scientific and methodical centre on development of technical and vocational education and awarding of qualification" RSFE
123. "Republican scientific and practical centre "Uchebnik" RSFE
124. "National accreditation centre" RSFE
125. "National centre for education quality assessment"
126. "Aktobe state pedagogical institute" RSFE
127. "Kostanai state pedagogical institute" RSFE
128. "Pavlodar state pedagogical institute" RSFE
129. "Semey state pedagogical institute" RSFE
130. "Taraz state pedagogical institute" RSFE
131. "Atyrau institute for oil and gas" RSFE
132. "Almaty musical college named after P. Chaikovskyi" RSFE
133. "Almaty choreographical college named after A. Seleznev" RSFE
134. "Almaty college for arts and crafts named after O. Tansykbayev" RSFE
136. "Republican popular music and circus college named after Zh. Elebekev" RSFE
137. "Republican educational-methodic centre for extended education" RSFE
138. "Republican scientific and practical centre "Daryn" RSFE
139. "Republican qualification institute for supervisory and academic specialists in the education field" RSFE
140. "Aktau state university named after Sh. Essenov" RSFE
141. "Aktobe state university named after K. Zhubanova" RSFE
142. "Arkalyk state pedagogical institute named after Yb. Altynsarina" RSFE
143. "Atyrau state pedagogical institute named after Khalel Dosmukhamedov" RSFE
144. "East Kazakhstan state university named after Sarsen Amanzholov" RSFE
145. "East Kazakhstan state technical university named after D. Serikbayev" RSFE
146. "Semey state university named after Shakarim" RSFE
147. "Eurasian national university named after N. Gumilev" RSFE
148. "Zhetyus university named after Ilias Zhasugurov" RSFE
149. West Kazakhstan agricultural and technical university named after Zhangir Khan" RSFE
150. West Kazakhstan state university named after M. Utemissoy" RSFE
151. Kazakh national agricultural university RSFE
152. Kazakh state women’s pedagogical institute RSFE
153. Kazakh national technical university named after K. Satpayev RSFE
154. "Karaganda State University named after Ye. A. Buketov" RSFE
155. "Karaganda state technical university" RSFE
156. "Kyzyliorda State University named after Korkyt Ata" RSFE
157. "Kokshetau State University named after Sh. Ualikhanov" RSFE
158. "Kostanai State University named after A. Baitursynov" RSFE
159. "Pavlodar State University named after S. Toraigyrov" RSFE
160. "Rudnenskiy industrial institute" RSFE
161. "North Kazakhstan State University named after Manash Kozybayev" RSFE
162. "Taraz State University named after M. Dulati" RSFE
163. "Kazakh National pedagogical university named after Abai" RSFE
164. "South Kazakhstan State University named after M. Auezov" RSFE
165. "National scientific and practical centre for physical training" RSFE
166. "Kazakh National University named after Al-Farabi" RSFE
167. "National scientific and practical, educational and sanative centre Bobek" RSFE
168. "Republican children’s sanative camp Baldauren" RSFE
169. "National centre for biotechnologies of the RK" RSFE
171. "Karaganda state industrial university" RSFE
172. "Institute for linguistics named after A. Baitursynova" RSFE
173. "Institute for literature and art named after M. Auezov" RSFE
174. "Institute for history and ethnology named after Ch. Ualikhanov"

RSFE
175. "Institute for philosophy and political science" RSFE
176. "Institute for archeology named after A. Margulan" RSFE
177. "Institute for oriental studies named after R. Suleimenov" RSFE
178. "Institute of applied mathematics" RSFE
179. "House of Scientists" RSFE
180. "Central Science Library" RSFE
181. "Science and technical centre of inter-sectoral information" RSE
182. "Ifrakos" RSE
183. "Interregional professional centre of personnel training and re-
training for oil and gas industry" RSE
184. "Institute of economics" RSFE
185. "Akmola finance and economics College" RSFE
186. "Semey finance and economics college named after R. Baisseitova"

RSE
186-1. "Institute on combustion issues" RSFE
186-2. "National academy of education named after I. Altynsarin" RSFE

Ministry of Justice of the RK

187. "Republican centre of legal information" RSE
188. "National institute for intellectual property" RSFE
189. "Centre for real estate of Astana city" RSFE
190. "Centre for real estate of Almaty city" RSFE
191. "Centre for real estate of Almaty oblast" RSFE
192. "Centre for real estate of Aktobe oblast" RSFE
193. "Centre for real estate of Atyrau oblast" RSFE
194. "Centre for real estate of East Kazakhstan oblast" RSFE
195. "Centre for real estate of Zhambyl oblast" RSFE
196. "Centre for real estate of West Kazakhstan oblast" RSFE
197. "Centre for real estate of Karaganda oblast" RSFE
198. "Centre for real estate of Kostanai oblast" RSFE
199. "Centre for real estate of Kyzylorda oblast" RSFE
200. "Centre for real estate of Mangistau oblast" RSFE
201. "Centre for real estate of Pavlodar oblast" RSFE
202. "Centre for real estate of North Kazakhstan oblast" RSFE
203. "Centre for real estate of South Kazakhstan oblast" RSFE
204. "Centre for real estate of Akmola oblast" RSFE
205. "Information and industrial centre" RSE
206. "Enbek" RSE of corrective labor institutions
207. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
208. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
209. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
210. "Enbek-Oskemen" RSE
211. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
212. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
213. "Enbek-Karaganda" RSE
214. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
215. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
216. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
217. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
218. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
219. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
220. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
221. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
222. (removed - by No 335 of 08.04.2008)
Ministry of Health of the RK

223. "Kazakh scientific centre for quarantine and zoogenous infections named after Masgut Aikimbayev" RSFE
224. "Almaty state institute for doctors advanced training courses"

RSFE
225. "Kazakh state medical academy" RSFE
226. "West Kazakhstan state medical academy named after M.Osspanov"

RSFE
227. "Kazakh scientific research institute for oncology and radiology"
228. "Kazakh scientific research institute of honored order for eye diseases" RSFE
229. " scientific research institute for cardiology and internal diseases" RSFE
230. "Kazakh national medical university named after S.D. Asfendiyarov"

RSFE
231. "Karaganda state medical academy" RSFE
232. "Scientific centre for surgery named after A.N. Syzganov" RSFE
233. " Scientific centre for urology named after B.U. Jarbussynov" RSFE
234. " Scientific centre for pediatrics and children surgery" RSFE
235. "National Centre for healthy life-style" RSFE
236. "Scientific dermatovenerologic institute" RSFE
237. "Scientific institute for radiation medicine and ecology" RSE
238. "Scientific centre for obstetrics, gynecology and perinatology"

RSFE
239. "Republican blood centre" RSFE
240. "Republican college for training and re-training of middle medical and pharmaceutical personnel" RSFE
241. "Republican children clinical hospital "Aksai" RSFE
242. "Children clinical sanatorium "Alatau" RSFE
243. "Republican centre for allergology" RSFE
244. "Semey state medical academy" RSFE
245. "National centre for expertise of drugs, goods of medical prescription, medical equipment" RSFE
246. "Supreme school of public health" RSFE
247. "South Kazakhstan state medical academy" RSFE
248. "Republican scientific centre for psychiatry, psychotherapy and drug abuse" RSFE
249. "Sanative and industrial workroom of Republican clinical psychiatric hospital" RSE
250. "Institute for healthcare development" RSE
251. "National scientific medical centre" RSE
252. "Republican scientific and practical centre of medical and social issues of drug addiction" RSE
253. "Scientific research institute of traumatology and orthopedy" RSFE
254. (removed - by No 209 of 01.03.2008)

255. "National centre for occupational hygiene and professional diseases" RSFE
256. "Scientific centre of hygiene and epidemiology" RSFE
257. "Republican trade and supply association" RSE

Ministry of Transport and Communication of the RK

258. "Kazaeronavigation" RSE
259. "Kazaeroproject" RSE
260. "Semey enterprise of water-ways" RSFE
261. "East Kazakhstan enterprise of water-ways" RSFE
262. "Pavlodar enterprise of water-ways" RSFE
263. "Uralsk enterprise of water-ways" RSFE
264. "Atyrau enterprise of water-ways" RSFE
265. "Ili enterprise of water-ways" RSFE
266. "Baikhash enterprise of water-ways" RSFE
267. "Aktau international trade sea port" RSE
268. "Kazavtodor" RSE
269. "State aviation centre" RSE

**Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK**

270. "National nuclear centre of the RK" RSE
271. "Uranlikvidrudnik" RSE
272. "NES Kazakhstanenergo" RSE
273. "Karagandalikvidshakht" RSE
274. "Information and analytical centre for geology and mineral resources of the RK" RSE
275. "Specialized gravimetric enterprise" RSE

**Ministry for Environment Protection of the RK**

276. "Kazgidromet" RSE
277. "Information and analytical centre of natural resources and environment protection of the RK"
278. "Kazakh scientific research institute for ecology and climate" RSE

**Agency of the RK for Statistics**

279. "Information-computer centre of the Agency of the RK for statistics"

**Central Election Commission of the RK**

280. "Engineering and technical centre of the Central election commission of the RK"

**Agency of the RK for Regulation of Land Resources**

281. "State scientific and industrial centre of land resources and organization of land use(GosNPTsZem)" RSE
282. "State institute of agricultural airphotogeodesic survey(GISSKhAGI)" RSE
283. "Zapgeodeziya" RSFE
284. "Kazgeokart" RSFE
285. "Astanatopografia" RSFE
286. "Centremarksheideriya" RSFE
287. "Sevgeodeziya" RSFE
288. "Vostokgeodeziya" RSFE
289. "Yuzhgeodeziya" RSFE
290. "National cartography-geodesic fund" RSFE

**Committee of State Inspection in Agricultural and Industrial Complex of the Ministry of Agriculture of the RK**

291. "Phytosanitariya" RSE
292. "Republican veterinary laboratory" RSFE
293. "Republican anti-epizootic group" RSFE
Agency of the RK on Informatization and Communication

294. "Center of technical accompanying and analysis in the field of telecommunication" RSFE
List of Joint Stock Companies with state shareholding, established for execution of objectives provided by the Program Documents

Ministry of Economy and Budget Planning of the RK

1. "Kazakhstan holding company for state assets management "Samruk" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Industry and Trade of the RK

2. "Fund for sustainable development "Kazyna" JSC, 100 %
3. "NC "Social and entrepreneurial corporation "Saryarka" JSC, 100 %
4. "NC "Social and entrepreneurial corporation "Ertis" JSC
5. "NC " Social and entrepreneurial corporation "Ontustik" JSC
6. "NC "Social and entrepreneurial corporation "Zhetysu" JSC

Ministry of Culture and Information of the RK

7. "Republican tele-radio corporation "Kazakhstan" JSC, 100 %
8. "Republican newspaper "Egemen Kazakhstan" JSC, 100 %
9. "Republican newspaper "Kazakhstanskaya pravda", 100 %
10. "NC "Kazakh information agency" JSC, 100 %

Agency of the RK for Informatization and Communication

11. "Republican centre of space communication and electromagnetic compatibility of radio electronic facilities" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Agriculture of the RK

12. "National holding company "KazAgro" JSC, 100 %

Administration of the President of the RK

13. "Tele-radio complex of the President of the RK" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Education and Science of the RK

14. "Scientific and industrial centre "Phytochemistry" JSC, 100 %
15. "NC "Kazkosmos" JSC, 100 %
16. "Centre of international programs" JSC, 100 %
17. "Finance centre" JSC, 100 %
18. "Joint Kazakhstan and Russian Enterprise "Baiterek" JSC, 50 %
19. "National scientific and technologic holding company "Samgau" JSC, 100 %
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK

20. "National company "Kazatomprom" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Transport and Communication of the RK

Note. List has been amended in accordance with the Resolution of the Government of the RK No 1121 of 21 November 2007

21. "Airport Korkyt Ata" JSC
22. "International airport Kostanai" JSC

Approved by
the Resolution of the Government
of the RK No 483 of June 11, 2007

Note. List has been amended in accordance with the Resolutions of the Government of the RK No 1403 of 29.12.2007; No 25 of 17.01.2008; No 235 of 11.03.2008; No 274 of 20.03.2008; No 304 of 31.03.2008; No 317 of 03.04.2008.

List of the Joint Stock Companies (liability limited partnerships), state shares packages (stakeholdings) of which are subject to transfer into competitive market.

Ministry of the Internal Affairs of the RK

1. "Sanatorium Arka" JSC, 100 %
2. "Sanatorium Arman" JSC, 100 %
3. "Sanatorium Demeu" JSC, 100 %
4. "Special guard unit "Kuzet" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Culture and Information of the RK

5. "Direction of the art exhibitions and auctions" Ltd, 100 %
5-1. "Poligraphy of Karaganda" JSC

Agency of the RK for Informatization and Communication

6. "Vesnett" JSC, 23,5 %

Committee for National Security of the RK

7. "Nursat" JCS, 1,4 %
Ministry of Industry and Trade of the RK

8. "National Centre "Kurylysconsulting" JSC, 49 %
9. "International centre of transboarder cooperation "Khorgos" JSC, 100 %
10. "Kazakhstantraktor" OJSC, 33,92 %
11. "Kazakhvzryvprom" JSC, 100 %
11-1. "Intersectoral scientific and technological center "Machine building" Ltd, 100 %
11. "Kazakh vodokanalproject" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of Finance of the RK

12. "Rehabilitation Fund" JSC, 100 %
13. "Pension saving fund "GNPF" JSC, 90 %
14. "Mangistau industrial company" Ltd., 100 %
15. "Naiza-BN" Ltd., 65 %
16. "Kaznipitsvetmet" Ltd., 49 %
17. "Aircopmany "Zhezkazgan Air", 90 %
18. "Sultan-elevator-pasta-mill complex" JSC, 12,78 %
19. "Centre on work with financial debts (liabilities)" JSC, 100 %

Ministry of the Agriculture of the RK

20. "Zhenis" JSC, 28,72 %
20-1. "Celyne machine testing station" Ltd., 100 %
20-2. "Tester" Ltd, 51 %

Ministry of Tourism and sport of the RK

21. "Logistical support of tourism and sport industry" JSC, 100 %
22. "Editorial office of the newspaper "SPORT&ks" Ltd., 100 %
23. "Kazakhtourinvest" JSC, 100 %
23-1. "Sport combinat named after Nurken Abdirov" Ltd.
23-2. "Direction on construction of sport and tourism objects" Ltd

Administration of the President of the RK

24. "Corporation for development of the capital city" Ltd., 100 %

Ministry of Education and Science of the RK (MES)

25. "Facilities administration of the MES of the RK", 100 %
26. "Kazakh academy of sport and tourism" JSC, 20 %
27. "Kazakh main architectural-construction academy" JSC, 35 %
28. "Kazakh academy of transport and communication named after M. Tynyshpaev" JSC, 35 %
29. "Kazakh university of international relations and world languages named after Abylai khan" JSC, 35 %
30. "Institute for experimental biology named after F.M.Mukhamedgaliev" Ltd., 53,98 %
31. "Almaty Institute of energy and communication" JSC, 33,65 %
32. "Zhezkazgan university named after Baikonyrov" JSC, 35 %
33. "Institute for integrated development of subsurface" JSC, 35 %
34. "Kazakh humanitarian law university" JSC, 35 %
Ministry of Justice of the RK,
Committee for Juridical Administration of the Supreme Court of the RK

35. "Mediacorporation "Zan" Ltd., 67 %

Ministry of Health of the RK

36. "Medical transport service" JSC, 34 %
37. "Republican scientific and practical center of folk medicine" Ltd., 80 %

Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources of the RK

38. "Kazakhenergoexpertise" JSC (Almaty), 100 %
39. Removed by No 304 of 29.03.2008
40. "Industrial and exploitation enterprise" Ltd., 100 %
List of the Republican state enterprises, subject to transfer into competitive market

Ministry of Labor and Social Protection of the Population of the RK (MLSPP)

1. "Facilities administration of the MLSPP of the RK" RSFE
2. "Qualification courses for the personnel of the MLSPP of the RK" RSFE

Ministry of Industry and Trade of the RK

3. "Scientific research centre for machine industry planning" RSFE
4. Removed by No 25 of 17.01.2008
5. Removed by No 72 of 28.01.2008
6. Removed by No 317 of 03.04.2008
7. "Kazakh scientific research and design-experimental institute for earthquake proof construction and architecture(KazNIISSA)" RSE

Ministry of Agriculture of the RK

8. "Shardar fish nursery" RSFE
9. "Kachir fish nursery" RSFE
10. "Karaganda fish nursery" RSFE
11. "Verkhne-Tobol fish nursery" RSFE
12. "Bukhtarma spawning growth farm" RSFE
13. "Avtokolonna - 3041" RSE
14. Removed by No 949 of 15.10.2007

Ministry of Tourism and Sport of the RK

15. Removed by No 235 of 11.03.2008
16. Removed by No 235 of 11.03.2008
Ministry of Emergency of the RK

17. "Kazaviaspas" RSE

Ministry of Justice of the RK (MoJ)

18. "Facilities administration of the MoJ of the RK" RSFE

Ministry of Health of the RK (MoH)

19. "Facilities administration of the MoH of the RK" RSFE

Ministry of Transport and Communication of the RK

20. "Centre for information and presentation" RSFE

Ministry of Culture and Informatization of the RK

21. "Elorda publishing house" RSFE